February 2019 New Releases

Belle
2017 Italian Trebbiano

Price $17.99
10 cases

Club $ 15

This Italian beauty is a lighter bodied white that strikes a perfect balance between crispness and
creaminess. A beautiful straw yellow color. Dominated by flavors of Honey Crisp apples with hints of
honey and green tea. A smooth and supple finish with a touch of citrus blossom. Serve with a salad
course of lighter seafood dishes.

Romance
2016 French Chardonnay

Price $19.99
20 cases

Club $ 18

Fall in love all over again! This classically styled Chardonnay is lightly oaked and aged “Sur Lie.” Sur
Lie is the French method of aging white wines with the leftover yeast particles remaining in the wine
during aging. These yeast particles are broken down by enzymes to produce complex molecules that
give the wine added texture and complex flavors. This dry white is fuller bodied with flavors of green
apple and pear. It finishes dry but soft and smooth with a touch of green melon, honey, and nutmeg. A perfect wine to
pair with shellfish or pasta and cream sauce.

HMBG
2017 California Pinot Noir

Price $16.99
20 cases

Club $ 15

In our last release, we showcased our 93 point Vintage Buffalo Pinot Noir. This time, we present the
same Pinot Noir varietal in a slightly sweeter style. This red wine shines a spotlight on the intense
cherry flavor characteristics of Pinot Noir. Bright red fruit lead the way both in the mouth and nose.
Celebrate the Birthplace of the Burger with our HMBG. (Its also a great match for pizza and BBQ wings)

Duomo
2016 Italian Nebbiolo

Price $18.99
10 cases

Club $ 17

This medium bodied red features bright fruit character. Layers of sour cherry, red currants and
cranberries with a hint of coffee bean. The noble Nebbiolo grape is celebrated for its complex tannic
structure combining with a lighter body that produces wine worthy of extended cellar aging. A strong
backbone formed by equal parts tannins and acidity make Duomo a great food wine, pairing nicely with rich dishes
including well marbled steak and creamy gorgonzola cheese sauces. This superior food wine will bottle age into a soft
sipper in years to come.

NZM
2016 New Zealand Merlot

Price $18.99
19 cases

Club $ 17

A New World style Merlot with deep color and rich texture. It launches with a mouthful of red fruit
and lingers as it reveals layers of cherry, plum, cinnamon, and vanilla cream. A great sipping wine
that’s not too dry. Try a glass (or two) with Buffalo style pepperoni pizza or BBQ ribs with loaded
baked potato

Fields of Straw
Strawberry Riesling

Price $ 14.99
28 cases

Club $ 13

We thought it was time to revisit one of our most popular fruit wines. There is no better time,
with Strawberry Season just around the corner, to re-release our Fields of Straw. This
strawberry Riesling is delicate and light drinking, yet long on flavor. “Strawberry Fields forever!” - The Beatles

Wild One
Mixed Berry Shiraz

Price $ 14.99
20 cases

Club $ 13

Take a walk on the wild side with our Wildberry Shiraz. A refreshing red wine with wild blueberries,
raspberries and blackberries. You won’t want to stop at just one glass—don’t say we didn’t warn you!

Indulgence
Vanilla Port

Price $ 29.99
10 cases

Club $ 26

Nothing helps me relax at the end of a crazy day more than sipping a glass of Port. There is something
about the smooth, rich texture and the long lingering finish that makes time slow down. Our latest
Port style dessert wine has thick jammy fruit on display with undertones of vanilla and hints of fig and
raisin. It is an Indulgence like no other!

